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Article abstract
This paper explores the class position of professionals in the capitalist
corporation. Based on a historical review of 19th century craft workers, as well
as 20th century professionals, we argue that "logocratic" relations of
production are emerging alongside and intertwined with capitalist ones. By
"logocratic" is meant a second axis of stratification and class domination
organized around credentialed expertise. Taking law firms and group medical
practices as models of the logocratic work-place, called here logofirms, we then
explore the "internal logofirm" : the knowledge-based class hierarchies
emerging inside high technology firms and other capitalist enterprises. We
characterize professionals as junior partners of capitalists in a "logocratic
capitalism". Professionals help to create and manage the capitalist division of
labor, while pursuing their own class interests in denying workers skill and
authority.
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